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Letter to the Editor

Hyperemesis gravidarum: it is time to put an end to the
misguided theory of a psychiatric etiology
To the Editor,
The cause of hyperemesis gravidarum (HG) is unknown.
An unfortunate emphasis has been placed on the theory of a
psychiatric etiology that is not supported by current
scientific literature. This unfounded bias often leads to
poor treatment of patients by their providers, family members
and friends, and limits scientific progress toward understanding the biological basis of the disease. A critical reading
of recent scientific literature provides compelling evidence
against a psychiatric etiology.
The majority of women with HG have no psychological
diagnoses prior to their HG pregnancy. For example, Seng
et al. [1] found less than 90% have a psychiatric disorder
preceding HG, and Simpson et al. [2] and D'Orazio et al. [3]
found no evidence for a psychosomatic etiology and no
evidence to support an association between HG and
personality characteristics. Even in this study, Uguz et al.
show that the majority (67.3%) of women with HG do NOT
have a preexisting mood or anxiety disorder.
There are several reasons, never mentioned to our
knowledge, that likely explain the increased incidence of
preexisting psychiatric disorders reported in women with HG:
1) Controls — Control groups often consist of women
willing to participate in a study of a disease that they
themselves do not have. It is likely that participation
would attract a specific personality — someone who
would be willing to put in the time and effort to be
involved in a study of a disease they do not have
would be less likely to be a person who is depressed
or anxious about the time involved and the risks
of participation.
2) Prior HG pregnancy — HG often recurs [4] and
therefore, for accuracy, studies should be limited to
first pregnancies. It is known that HG is a form of
starvation in pregnancy and can lead to the need for
therapeutic termination, extreme weight loss, and
prolonged duration of symptoms that can last until
term [5,6]. Thus HG pregnancies are more likely to
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result in posttraumatic stress symptoms, anxiety and
depression [7]. Therefore, studies addressing preexisting psychological diagnoses should be, but are not,
limited to first HG pregnancies only. Otherwise,
studies have no way to rule out disorders that were
the outcome of a previous HG pregnancy, thus
biasing results.
3) In utero exposure to HG — Similar to studies of
offspring exposed to starvation in utero, it has been
shown in two well-controlled studies by Mullin et al.
[8] that offspring exposed to HG in utero are more
likely to have personality disorders as adults.
Approximately, a third of women with HG have a
mother who had severe nausea while pregnant with
them [9]. This can easily explain the increased
incidence of preexisting psychological diagnoses
and shows that, while the diagnoses may be more
common in women with HG, they are unlikely to be
causal: women with HG whose mothers did not have
HG did not have any increased risk of psychological
diagnoses [8].
4) Other factors — So much attention is paid to the
psychological diagnoses when many other factors have
been found to be increased at similar or even greater
significance levels including hormone levels. More
than 40 years after factors such as personality disorders
and even hCG and estrogen were first implicated, there
is still no clear understanding of the cause and effect.
Current methods of study appear unlikely to resolve
this and new approaches are warranted.
We need to focus our attention on understanding the true
etiology of HG, rather than on blaming the personality of the
patient. Prolonged nausea and vomiting during a time when
women are well aware of the importance of nutrition are
agonizing. Women with HG need our compassion, not our
skepticism.
It has become increasingly clear that there is a genetic
component to HG [9,10]. It is time to stop focusing on the
minority of patients with a psychological history and start
identifying the common predisposing genes, so that therapies
can be designed to treat the cause of the disease in patients
affected with hyperemesis gravidarum.
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